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IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER IN THE CURRENT
HIGH-COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT WHERE BRANDS
FIGHT TO BE RELEVANT AND DISTINCTIVE. ON
TOP OF THAT, THE EVASIVE AUDIENCE AND THE
MEDIA FRAGMENTATION MAKE THE PLANNER’S
ROLE ESSENTIAL IN ORDER TO KEEP THE BRAND
COHERENCE IN THE TRANSMEDIA LANDSCAPE WHERE
BRANDS ARE COMPETING TODAY. THUS, IT IS NOT
A SURPRISE FOR ANYONE THAT PLANNERS ARE
NOW ONE OF THE MOST DEMANDED ROLES IN THE
MODERN COMMUNICATION INDUSTRY.

In addition to this, the old approach to strategy that is still taught in some
universities and creative schools is no longer relevant for the daily challenges
both brands and companies face on their daily basis. For this reason, at HOALA
we think that the training of a planner must be updated and given only by the
most qualified and renowned planners in the world, offering you an unbeatable,
contemporary and mind-blowing training.

The objective of this course is not only to provide you with a powerful strategic
theory base, but also with a vast practical implementation focused on the actual
day-to-day tasks of a strategist.
Each one of the lecturers has taken as a starting point the most important areas
of knowledge for a strategist and developed them into 11 tailor-made modern
strategic sessions that have the focus on the acquisition of a set of skills that
will enhance you into: a strategist with evolved tools and intuition to identify
and solve brand communication problems; a communication professional
able to transform the information from the research phase into inputs that
accelerate and inspire the creativity; a brand expert able to read the new media
landscape and the new way brands have to start and maintain conversations
with consumers in the digital arena; an idea communicator that inspire work
teams and clients, planners that deeply understand consumers giving a special
weight to research and investigation to detect insights and, last but not least, a
hard-worker enthusiast truly passionate about constantly learning and growing.

At Hoala we firmly believe in your active involvement during the sessions as
the most effective way to learn strategy. We don’t support a “monologue/
conference” style where you adopt a passive role and the lecturer is the only
one who talks. This is why we at Hoala’s consider debates and discussions at
the very center of the learning process and therefore, the selection will be done
based on what kind of experience you can add to the group. At Hoala we are not
after the best CV, the biggest amount of awards or the highest achievements.
Not even after years and years of practice in strategy. Our only goal is to secure
for you high-level discussions and debates during every session and that can
only be accomplished with attendees that accumulate certain experience in the
brand communication business as well as the right personality and motivation.
Previous editions have always showed us that the quality of a course is not
only about offering a content program run by world-class lecturers. Learning
strategy is also about having the right attendees that can spark good debates
and discussions and can challenge the lecturers in every single session.

20

ATTENDEES

The course is limited to 20 attendees in order to provide you with an exclusive,
personalized and high quality training. This is the right amount of people to
generate the best debates and discussions.

You will be ready to work on any strategic planning department at advertising
agencies, BTL agencies, media agencies, digital agencies, branding and strategy
consultants and brand marketing departments among others.

The course is structured in 11 intensive weeks where world-class strategy
leaders will provide you with theoretical and practical knowledge, as well as
their professional experience with the brands they work for at their agencies.
The course has an executive format, so you will be able to combine the course
with your professional responsibilities. The weekly sessions will have the following
structure:
- 4 hours session during the Friday afternoon (17:30-21:30 hrs) typically focused
on theory and its practical implementation.
- 4 hours session during the Saturday morning (9:00-13:00 hrs) typically focused
on case studies where the lecturer will show you the methodology and the
strategic thinking behind each case.
Besides the class hours and if the lecturer considers it necessary, you can be
requested to develop some homework during the week such as reading articles
and books, prepare briefs or conduct research.

Strategic planners, account executives, creatives, designers, communication
directors, brand managers and professionals who need a solid strategic
process to develop their work. And in general, to any intuitive person, with
experience in the creativity, communication or advertising field, open minded,
willing to learn, live experiences, listen new point of views and are fearless to
the unknown and new.
It is not a mandatory to hold a university degree to attend this course.

WHAT PLANNING IS AND IT IS NOT ABOUT.
A strategy for strategy - the insightful vision from one of the most respected
international planners in the world about the actual role of planning in agencies,
clients and brands. What being a planner actually means today.
Lecturer: Martin Weigel, Head of Strategic Planning at
Wieden+Kennedy, Amsterdam.

22nd-23rd MARCH

WEEK 1:

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.
How to position a brand today. The role of purpose in
the positioning strategy. Find the real difference for a
brand. Positioning toolbox. The role of the positioning
strategy within band management. Case studies.
Lecturer: Aisea Laungaue, Partner/ Chief Strategy
Officer at Anomaly, LA.

29th-30th MARCH

WEEK 2:

Use research and investigation techniques to
discover the best insights. What is and what is
not an insight. What we should expect from
insights and how can they unlock creativity.
How research is approached at the best
international agencies. Case studies and
examples.
Lecturer: Shari Reichenberg, Executive
Strategy Director, Head of Customer
Engagement at Ogilvy, USA

5th-6th APRIL

WEEK 3:

WEEK 4:

How culture can be the most powerful
element to make a brand relevant.
Consumers and culture. How to detect waves
and cultural movements and connect them
with brands. Anthropologic and sociologic
dimension of consumption. Case studies.
Lecturer: Mark Aronson, Head of Strategy at
Johannes Leonardo, New York.

12th-13th APRIL

NAVIGATE THE INTERSECTION
BETWEEN PEOPLE AND
CULTURE TO BUILD TRULY
RELEVANT BRANDS.

BREAK: 19th-20th APRIL

26th-27th APRIL

WEEK 5:

The planner as the catalyst of creativity.
The real value of a creative brief. How to
write better and more inspiring creative briefs.
The main mistakes when we write briefs.
Presenting your creative brief: the briefing
session. Examples and case studies.
Lecturer: Kendra Salvatore, Head of Strategy
at BBH, New York.

WEEK 6:

What a creative needs from
a planner and what a planner
needs from a creative under
the eyes of one of the most
successful creative directors
in the world.
Lecturer: Justine Armour,
Executive Creative Director
at 72andSunny, NY.

3rd-4th MAY

STRATEGY LOOKED
FROM THE EYES OF
CREATIVITY.

NAVIGATING STRATEGY IN A DIGITAL WORLD.
How to be a better planner in the modern digital world. What digital
means for brands and strategy. What digital has changed for planning and
communication. Hacking strategy. Major trends in communication and
planning. The role of technology in communication. How to approach a
conversational digital strategy for brands.

10th-11th MAY

WEEK 7:

Lecturer: Julie Lagan, Digital Strategy Director at FCB Inferno, London.

WEEK 8:

How to detect, prioritize and activate
the touch points between brands and
consumers. Brand planners vs. Comms
planners. Design the perfect KPI’s for
the campaigns. Consumer journey.
Communications framework. Examples,
tools and case studies.
Lecturer: Julian Cole, ex-Head of
Communications Planning at BBDO New
York and one of the first contributors to the
comms planning discipline.

17th-18th MAY

THE COMPLETE GUIDE.

The science behind effectiveness. How to
judge and reach effectiveness for a brand.
Planning as the key for effectiveness. How
to build an unbeatable effectiveness case.
Examples and case studies.
Lecturer: Marialejandra Urbina, LatAm
Chief Strategy Officer at Mullen Lowe
Group, Colombia.

24th-25th MAY

WEEK 9:

WEEK 10:

How to successfully present a strategy to clients. Strategy best practices. Case
Studies, tips and examples.

31st MAY –1st JUNE

Lecturer: Rob Campbell, Head of strategy EMEA at R/GA, London.

WEEK 11:

7th-8th JUNE

In the beginning of the course, the
attendees will receive a real brief from Nick
that they will have to work with through
the whole course. During this session,
the attendees will present their strategic
approaches the rest of the group applying
all the learnings and acquired knowledge.
Together Nick, we will dive into specific
feedback paying special attention to the
elements that could be improved and
finding together all the possible strategic
solutions.
Lecturer: Nick Docherty, Head of Strategy
at BETC, London.

CONTENT AND PROGRAM CURATION.
Agustín brought the Hoala experience
in 2015 to Amsterdam with the first
international edition of the Hoala´s
professional master course in Account
Planning where he was also part of the
internationally recognized line up of
lecturers.
This experience allowed Agustin to
apply all the learnings from the previous
editions to this renewed and powerful
content program.

Agustín Soriano, Content & Program
Director at Hoala and Strategy Director
at Forsman&Bodenfors, Gothenburg.
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*SPECIAL CONDITIONS UNTIL DECEMBER 31ST: 26.500BRL*
Total cost of Master: 7.500 €.
Enrollment: 500 € (this amount is not refundable and will be
deducted from the total course cost).
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The course is limited to 20 attendees.
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Until February the 15th, 2019 / until all vacancies are filled.
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